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Abstract: This article is dedicated to the borrowing and distribution of Russian 
words in English. The English vocabulary contains a significant number of words 
borrowed from the Russian language, which will require special English loanwords in 
Russian: 120 frequently used words. The Russian language is rich and powerful, and 
this very wealth is constantly growing. Moreover, often new words come from other 
languages. Today we will tell you about the most frequently used words of English 
origin in Russian. You will find that you already know over a hundred words in 
English without even studying them. 
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The formation of the national English language, in general, was completed in the 
so-called early modern English period - until about the middle of the 17th century. 
During this time, the national English language, in general, acquired its modern 
character. The vocabulary was enriched by a huge number of words borrowed from 
Latin, which reflected the development of scientific thought during the Renaissance. 
At the same time, old borrowings from French (Latin origin) in many cases 
underwent Romanization in this era. The rapid development of trade, economic and 
cultural ties with various countries during the New England period and, in particular, 
the English colonization of overseas lands in the XVIII-XIX centuries introduced into 
the English language more or less words from the most diverse languages of the 
world. In recent times, the international lexical element in the English language has 
grown significantly, mainly scientific, technical and socio-political. 
Words from the world of fashion that came from English to Russian 
Let's see what concepts regarding the names of clothing items and the world of 
fashion came to us from the English language. 
Russian word English word Meaning 
ivory - ivory.  
body a body - body Apparently the word comes from the fact that this type of 
clothing fits the body. 
windproof a wind - wind; proof - Impervious Windproof clothing, usually a 
jacket. 
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jeans jeans - trousers made of dense cotton fabric (denim) Once they were the 
clothes of gold diggers, and today they find a place in the wardrobe of almost every 
person. 
clutch to clutch - grab, squeeze, squeeze A small handbag that is squeezed in the 
hands. 
leggings / leggings - leggings, gaiters; a leg - a leg Fashionable glamorous 
leggings are now called leggings :-) 
long sleeve long - long; a sleeve - a sleeve T-shirt with long sleeves. 
sweater to sweat - to sweat It is really hot in a sweater, so the origin of the word 
is quite logical. 
tuxedo a smoking jacket This word has an interesting origin. Previously, 
"jackets in which to smoke" were home clothes. When the gentleman was about to 
smoke, he put on a tight jacket (a smoking jacket), which was designed to protect his 
clothes from the smell of smoke and falling ash. By the way, in English a tuxedo is a 
tuxedo or a dinner jacket, and smoking is "smoking". 
stretch to stretch This is the name given to elastic fabrics that stretch well. In 
Russian, the incorrect pronunciation of this word is also widespread - stretch. 
a heel Sneakers with a wheel on the heel. 
a hood - hood Sweatshirt with a hood. 
short - short Borrowed from the English short trousers (short trousers). 
shoes - shoes This is the slang term for shoes. 
English words in Russian: food 
The cuisine of English-speaking people is hundreds of goodies and useful things, 
so our domestic hostesses also prepare all kinds of overseas dishes. Here are the 
words and dishes that the Russian language has been enriched with thanks to English: 
Russian word English word Meaning 
jam to jam - squeeze, crush An analogue of our jam, only the fruits are crushed, 
mixed so that the dish has a jelly-like consistency. 
crumble to crumble - crumble Pie, the base of which consists of butter-flour 
crumbs. 
cracker to crack - break Crispy biscuits that break easily. 
pancake a pan - frying pan; a cake - cake, flatbread, pancake American version 
of our pancakes. 
roast beef roast - fried; beef A piece of beef, usually grilled. 
hot dog hot - hot; a dog - a dog Let's see why the favorite dish of many was 
named so strangely. The fact is that hot dogs came to the United States from 
Germany, where they were called Dachshund sandwiches (sandwich dachshund). 
This name was difficult to pronounce and was replaced by hot dogs. But why was the 
dish associated with dogs in Germany? There is a version, which many historians 
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defend, that in Germany up to the middle of the 20th century dog meat was often 
added to sausages, so long sausages began to be called "dachshunds." 
chips chips - fried crispy potatoes This word is interesting because in American 
English chips are chips, and in British they are French fries, which in American 
English is called French fries. 
shortbread short - fragile; bread - bread This is the name for crumbly shortbread 
cookies. Short is used to mean “brittle, brittle” for doughs that have a high ratio of 
butter to flour. 
English borrowings in Russian from the world of business 
English is the international language most often used in high-level business 
negotiations. The terminology of the business world is based on words of English 
origin, so if you work in economics, management, marketing and finance, you 
already know hundreds of English words. Let's present the most frequently used ones: 
Russian word English word Meaning 
outsourcing outsourcing - attraction of resources from external sources Transfer 
on a contractual basis of certain types of work to third-party specialists. 
brand a brand - a brand, name A brand of a product that is very popular with 
customers. 
broker a broker - an intermediary, agent An individual or legal entity who acts 
as an intermediary in concluding transactions on the exchange, and also acts on 
behalf of its clients. 
deadline a deadline - deadline, deadline Deadline for submission of work. 
Default - non-payment, negligence, failure to fulfill obligations to repay 
borrowed funds or pay interest on securities. 
Diversification diverse - different, diverse The development of new (different) 
types of activities by the enterprise. As well as the distribution of investments 
between various objects. 
dealer a dealer - a trader, a sales agent A company that purchases goods in bulk 
and sells them to consumers. Also a professional participant in the securities market. 
distributor to distribute - to distribute The representative of the manufacturer 
who purchases goods from her and sells them either to retailers and dealers, or 
directly to the buyer. 
investor an investor - investor A person or organization that invests funds in 
projects in order to increase their capital. 
Crowd funding a crowd - crowd; funding for new interesting ideas with money 
or other resources by a large number of people on a voluntary basis, usually via the 
Internet. 
leasing to lease - to lease A form of lending for the acquisition of fixed assets of 
the enterprise, in fact, it is a long-term lease with subsequent purchase option. 
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Marketing - market promotion, market activity Organization of production and 
sales of goods / services, which is based on the study of market needs. A marketer is 
called a marketer or marketer. 
management - management of social and economic organizations. 
networking a net - network; work - work Establishing business contacts, creating 
a network of useful acquaintances for work. 
know-how to know - to know; how - as a Technology, a production secret that 
allows you to create a product / service in a unique way. 
PR public relations - public relations Activities to create an attractive image of 
someone / something, including with the help of the media. 
prime time prime is the best part; time - time The time when the largest audience 
gathers near screens or radio 
price list a price - price; a list - a list of Pricelist, a list of prices for goods and 
services of a certain company. 
promoter to promote - promote A person who promotes a product / service on 
the market. 
release to release - to release, publish Release of a new product, for example, a 
film, music album, book, program, etc. 
retailer retail - retail A legal entity that purchases goods in bulk and sells them at 
retail. 
realtor realty - real estate Specialist in the sale of real estate, an intermediary 
between the buyer and the seller. 
startup to start up - to launch a project A newly emerged company that builds its 
business on the basis of innovative ideas or technologies. 
freelancer a freelancer is a self-employed employee who provides his services to 
various companies. A person who does temporary work (work to order). 
holding to hold - to hold, own A company that owns a controlling stake in 
several enterprises and thereby exercises control over them. 
English words in Russian from sports  
Sports enthusiasts' vocabulary consists almost entirely of English loanwords, so 
we can say that fans not only learn sports terms, but also expand their English 
vocabulary. See what words from the world of sports English gave us. Russian word 
English word Meaning 
arm wrestling an arm - hand; wrestling - wrestling Wrestling on the hands. 
basketball, volleyball, football, baseball, handball a ball - ball; a basket - basket; 
a volley - hit from the summer, receiving the ball on the fly; a foot - leg; a base - base; 
a hand Ball sports. 
bodybuilding a body - body; to build - build Physical exercises with simulators 
or heavy equipment to build muscle mass. 
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scuba diving to dive - to dive; scuba (self-contained underwater breathing 
apparatus) 
dope - a drug Illegal means that invigorate the body for a short period of time. 
curling to curl - spin A game in which you need to hit a target with a stone 
sliding on the ice. At the same time, the round-shaped stone is spinning. 
kickboxing a kick - kick; to box - to box A type of boxing in which kicks are 
allowed. 
Cross to cross - cross Running or racing on rough terrain. 
Penalty a penalty - penalty, penalty kick to the opponent's goal. 
rope jumping a rope - rope; to jump - jump Jumping with a climbing rope from a 
height. 
surfing surf - surf wave Riding on the waves on a board. 
Skateboard to skate - to skate; a board - board Roller board. 
sport - sport The word originally came from disport, meaning "entertainment, 
distraction from work." 
Start - departure, start Beginning of something. 
Time - time, term The time period of the sports game. 
Fitness - endurance, physical culture, fitness A healthy lifestyle that includes 
physical exercise to get in good shape. 
Forward a forward - the one who goes ahead of the others Attacker.  
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